Greeks Activate Members, 
Get Pledges In Open Rush

DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta recently gained two new pledges in informal rituals, which began as formal rituals, commonly known as their initiation ceremony. It is held by Delia Beary, the President of the school, and Mrs. Swift, a junior member of the institution. The two women, including Carrie Black of Columbia and Amy Smith of Tulane, were activated Oct. 7.

KAPPA DELTA
Six KD's were activated Monday night. They were Tita Brizio, Fodema; Sara Bryant, Groveland; Beth Reed, Edgewater; Andrea Culley, Columbia; Fesh Lo forex. Bramhall, Ahs. and... 

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma pledged Alice Coe of Columbia in informal rush.

PHI DELTA THETA
Newly activated Kappas are: Betty Dole, Charles, Dr. David Akin, Tyler; Robert A. C. Harris, New York; William Charles, Harris, Madison; D. L. F. KAPPA ALPHA
PKA pledged Joe Kornreich of Cameron, N. J., Monday night.

PHI KAPPA PHI
Pi Kappa's pledge event weekend at the Phi Kappa Phi house with the following schedule: "Dr. the eradic..." and "...of the Phi Kappa Phi Fraternity house with whom we wish to communicate..." Would you believe there's a Carolina man who knows better than Jimmy Reid? Had that from a well-informed source.

HAPPY HORSESHOE CONCERT SCENE
The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity brothers and their families at the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity house. The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity has been a part of the campus for many years.

Happy Honda Riders, Crazy Pledges 
Keep Carolina Campus Rocking Along

COCKTAILS
keeping the ZTA room.

Enjoy Tasting

Your Date to Nice Things?

TAKE HER TO THE FORM

Be my Guest

Student guests seek cards for couples (in excess of five dollars) will be put in my own hat, and one of every ten will be drawn. Winners will be notified and invited to be my guest for an equivalent dinner.
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Lavaliere
Mary Lou Allan to Bill Tylor; (Ph. Del.) Linda Peterson to Jeff Del.
Kappa Delta Chi; Bonita Shingles (ZTA) to Ellis Dator (Columbia)

PINED

Entertainment in the Goggles... to Ted Hyax (Phi Sigma); Bhavya Kang to Bill Huber; (Phi Sigma); Marcha Brown (Phi Sigma); Tina Jones (Phi Sigma); Holly Scott (Ohio State) to Tony Blitchard (Phi Delta); Carol Black to John Whitmam (Phi Epsilon); Marcia Long to Long Foster (Alpha Nu); Edythe Bish (Kappa Sigma) to (Kappa Sigma). Enjoy...